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ABSTRACT

The aim of this study was to develop an inversion approach to estimate surface soil moisture from X-band SAR data over irrigated grassland areas. This approach is based on the coupling between Synthetic Aperture Radar and optical images through the Water Cloud Model.

An inversion technique based on multi-layer perceptron neural networks was used to invert the WCM for soil moisture estimation. Three inversion configurations were defined: (1) HH polarization, (2) HV polarization, and (3) both HH and HV polarizations, all including the Leaf Area Index derived from optical images. For the three inversion configurations, the NNs were trained and validated using a noisy synthetic dataset generated by the WCM for a wide range of soil moisture and LAI values. The trained NNs were then validated from a real dataset. The use of X band SAR measurements in HH polarization yields more precise results on soil moisture estimates.

Index Terms— Irrigated grassland, X-band Synthetic Aperture Radar, neural networks, inversion, soil moisture.

1. INTRODUCTION

Monitoring the spatio-temporal evolution of soil moisture over irrigated grassland areas is needed for appropriate and crop management [1]. The in situ sensors used for soil moisture measurements are costly, and provide only local information: they are not sufficient to monitor the spatial patterns of soil moisture over large irrigated grassland areas, expecting heterogeneities due to local climatic effects, lateral gradients of soil properties and imperfections in water application techniques. Thus, these sensors are not sufficient to monitor the soil moisture in large irrigated grassland areas, since the soil moisture presents large heterogeneities due to environmental characteristics and irrigation practices. SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) data have shown a great potential to provide spatially distributed surface soil moisture over bare and vegetated soil at huge scale (up to regional scale) with high spatial and temporal resolutions.

Over bare soil (or soil with little vegetation cover) the estimation of soil moisture was performed using either a physical or statistical model in an inversion scheme. The most commonly used physical model is the Integral Equation Model (IEM) developed by Fung et al. [2]. The IEM model simulates the backscattering coefficients using the radar configuration (frequency, polarization, and incidence angle) and soil parameters (soil moisture and roughness) as inputs. In addition, statistical models built using observed SAR data combined with ground-truthed measurements of soil moisture and roughness have often been used to map the soil moisture at regional scale. The most popular statistical models used to estimate soil moisture in inversion procedures are the Oh [3] and Dubois et al. [4] models. Most of the studies used radar data in the X and C bands to estimate the soil moisture of bare soil and have shown good results, with an accuracy.
between 3 and 6 Vol.% (Volumetric unit expressed in percent) [5]–[7]. The presence of vegetation cover complicates soil moisture retrieval from SAR data because the water content of vegetation cover contributes to the total backscattered radar signal [8]. Therefore, over vegetated areas, the total backscattered radar signal is the result of contributions from the underlying soil and the vegetation. For these cases, most studies have used the Water Cloud Model (WCM) in an inversion scheme for soil moisture estimation; modelling total reflected radar signal as a function of the vegetation and soil contribution. The vegetation contribution (direct scattering and attenuation) is computed mainly using one biophysical parameter that account for the overall vegetation effect. This biophysical parameter could be estimated from optical data. Therefore, it is important to combine SAR and optical data for operational mapping of soil moisture over areas covered by vegetation [8], [9].

This work is part of the preparation for the coupled use of SENTINEL 1 and SENTINEL 2 data (radar and optical sensors, respectively). The aim of this study is to evaluate the potential of X band SAR data combined with optical data to estimate soil moisture over irrigated grassland areas located in southeastern France. An approach based on the inversion of the WCM using multi-layer neural networks (NNs) was developed. This approach relies on four main steps: (1) parameterize the WCM, (2) simulate learning the SAR synthetic dataset, (3) train the neural networks according to three inversion configurations using a part of the synthetic dataset, and finally (4) apply the trained NNs on synthetic and real datasets to validate the inversion approach. In this paper, section 2 presents the study area. Section 3 describes spatial images and the ground-truth measurements performed in situ. Section 4 describes the methodology. The results are shown in section 5. Finally, section 6 presents the principal conclusions.

2. STUDY AREA AND IN SITU MEASUREMENTS

The study area, "Domaine de Merle", is an experimental farm located in southeastern French (centered at 43.64°N and 5°E, Figure 1). Its extent is about 400 hectares, among which 150 hectares are irrigated grassland dedicated to hay production. Plots were leveled with very gentle slope to allow irrigation by gravity (border irrigation). Irrigation is applied by the overflow of ditches and canals which bring water "upstream" the plots. Each plot is irrigated on average each 10 days. Plots are harvested three times a year, in May, July and September.

3. SAR DATA AND IN SITU MEASUREMENTS

Twenty three X-band SAR images were acquired by COSMO-SkyMed and TerraSAR-X sensors between April and October 2013. All SAR images are in dual-polarization mode (HH and HV) with incidence angles between 28.3° and 32.5°. Radiometric calibration of the TSX and CSK images was performed using algorithms developed by the German Aerospace Center (DLR) and the Italian Space Agency (ASI), respectively.

Moreover, thirty optical images were acquired by SPOT-4/5, LANDSAT-7/8 between April and October 2013 at dates very close to SAR images. Optical images were corrected for atmospheric effects and ortho-rectified. Optical images were used to compute the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI).

In situ measurements of soil moisture and the vegetation biophysical parameters (Leaf Area Index "LAI", biomass, crop height) were performed simultaneously with radar acquisitions on ten plots. The Leaf Area Index "LAI", Fraction of Absorbed Photosynthetically Active Radiation "FAPAR", and the Fractional vegetation COVER "FCOVER" are estimated from hemispherical photographs processed by the Can-eye software developed by Weiss et al.[10].

4. METHODS

An inversion technique based on Multi-layer perceptron Neural Networks (NNs) was developed to
invert WCM and estimate volumetric soil moisture (Mv). The WCM was in a first step parameterized using 47% of the real dataset (53% were used in the validation process). In a second step, WCM is used to generate SAR synthetic dataset taking into account the LAI values (which can be computed from optical images) to represent the vegetation effect. In synthetic dataset, the simulated backscattering coefficients from the WCM were noised using absolute additive noise of ± 1 dB to make simulated backscattering coefficients closer to real SAR measurements. Moreover, a relative additive noise of 30% was added to the LAI values, to handle the uncertainty attached to LAI estimated from optical images. Three inversion configurations were defined, replying on the same vegetation parameter (here LAI) with different radar configuration: (1) radar signal in HH polarization, (2) radar signal in HV polarization, and (3) radar signal in both HH and HV polarizations. For each inversion configuration, the NNs were trained with the synthetic dataset, and applied to the real dataset of validation in order to validate the inversion approach.

5. SOIL MOISTURE RETRIEVAL

Statistics (RMSE: Root Mean Square Error and Bias) were computed on Mv from the real dataset of validation for LAI classes of $1 \text{ m}^2/\text{m}^2$ (LAI ground-truth measurements are between 0.1 and 6 $\text{m}^2/\text{m}^2$). Results on Mv estimates were presented for two classes of LAI: LAI lower and higher than $3 \text{ m}^2/\text{m}^2$. (Table 1: RMSE and bias, Figure 2: correlation between in situ and estimated Mv).

RMSE of about 4.7, 6.6 and 5.4 Vol.% were observed respectively for inversion configurations 1, 2 and 3 in the case of LAI lower than $3 \text{ m}^2/\text{m}^2$. For LAI higher than $3 \text{ m}^2/\text{m}^2$, the RMSE on Mv estimates is about 7.5, 9.9 and 9.6 Vol. % respectively for configurations 1, 2 and 3. Thus the RMSE on Mv estimates is lower for LAI $< 3 \text{ m}^2/\text{m}^2$. Moreover, results showed that for LAI $< 3 \text{ m}^2/\text{m}^2$ the trained NNs provide Mv estimates with slight bias (estimated Mv - reference Mv) in configurations 1 (0.7 Vol.% ) and 2 (-1.0 Vol.% ), and zero bias in configuration 3. For LAI $> 3 \text{ m}^2/\text{m}^2$, an underestimation of Mv ranges between -3.2 and -0.4 Vol.% was observed, with the lower value for the inversion using HH and LAI (-0.4 Vol.%).

**Table 1.** RMSE and Bias on Mv estimates according to the three inversion configurations (RMSE/Bias in Vol.%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>LAI $&lt; 3 \text{ m}^2/\text{m}^2$</th>
<th>LAI $&gt; 3 \text{ m}^2/\text{m}^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Configuration 1 (HH and LAI)</td>
<td>4.7/0.7</td>
<td>7.5/-0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configuration 2 (HV and LAI)</td>
<td>6.6/-1.0</td>
<td>9.9/-3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configuration 3 (HH, HV and LAI)</td>
<td>5.4/0.0</td>
<td>9.6/-3.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2:** Retrieved Mv with configuration 1 (HH and LAI) versus in situ measurements for LAI in situ lower than $3 \text{ m}^2/\text{m}^2$ (a), and higher than $3 \text{ m}^2/\text{m}^2$ (b).

6. CONCLUSIONS

From the real validation dataset (53% of the real dataset), the soil moisture estimation using the X band SAR (in addition to LAI: configuration 1) allows better results with HH polarization than with HV or both HH and HV. With HH and LAI information derived from optical images, the accuracy on the soil moisture estimation was 4.7 Vol.% for LAI between 0 and $3 \text{ m}^2/\text{m}^2$ and 7.5 Vol.% when the LAI of the grassland was between 3 and $6 \text{ m}^2/\text{m}^2$. With the arrival
of Sentinel-1 (C band), the estimation of Mv will be more precise because the penetration depth of the radar into the vegetation cover is higher in the C band than in the X band.

This study demonstrated that the use of NNs technique to invert X band SAR backscattering coefficients allows the estimation of soil moisture with acceptable accuracy (RMSE of 4.7 Vol.% for a LAI lower than 3 m²/m²). Current remote sensing sensors (optical and SAR) and those available in the near future (spatial resolution better than 10 m) will allow the estimation of soil moisture at a field scale with high temporal resolution (better than weekly).
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